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A new series of sign-by-sign guides from contemporary astrologers.Astrology is a vital tool for

understanding our place in the world and the universal forces that move us. A cosmic calling

rather than a fated destiny, our astrological sign is a key to uncovering our mission here on

earth. Learn about how your sign grows from child to adult, fits in at school and at work, and

functions best as a friend, lover, parent, and more. In these practical and empowering guides to

the zodiac signs, contemporary astrologers teach you to use this dynamic language to better

understand yourself and the people around you. 

About the AuthorDiscover a couple who "Dared to be Different", leaving their corporate careers

in engineering and nursing to strengthen marriages across the nation. Matt and Pam Loehr are

the founders of Dare to be Different, Inc., a nonprofit organization that focuses on

strengthening families by empowering marriages. As an ordained minister, Matt along with his

wife Pam have been involved in many different ministries throughout the years which give them

a unique blend of insight and wisdom that touch people of all ages. Matt's previous involvement

in leading a single's bible study, ministering to sexually abused boys, combined with Pam's

wise counsel and passion to protect, build and strengthen marriages make them powerful

advocates for healthy marriages in this country. Their extensive training through programs such

as PREP, FOCCUS, Biblical Portrait of a Marriage and Dynamic Communication Workshop

have equipped them to be very effective Trainers and Mentors. Matt is also Six Sigma Certified

and has completed Creative Leadership Training and Conflict Management Training. They have

trained over 500 people how to become marriage mentors and spent hundreds of hours

mentoring couples themselves. Moody Radio Program: Hear Matt on"Marriage Monday", a

weekly radio show that helps couples find ways to deal with issues that many marriages and

families face in today's culture. PSL KWQC TV: Watch Matt and Pam provide insight as they

share "Marriage Tune-Ups" on Paula Sands Live. Crosstrainers: Matt is a speaker at

Crosstrainers, an outreach for men that represent over 25 different churches and

denominations all seeking to become better husbands, fathers and spiritual leaders. Iron

Sharpens Iron: A national men's conference where Matt travels, providing workshops that

challenge men of all ages to live lives of integrity and character. Conferences and Banquets:

Matt and Pam challenge, inspire and encourage couples while delivering exciting messages

focused on marriage and family. Marriage Mentoring: Through the process of mentoring, many

marriages have been empowered, healed, transformed and by the grace of God have been

completely restored. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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A special thank you to the all of the listeners of Cosmic Cousins and to the many wonderful

Aries in my life who continue to inspire me every day to live life to the fullest.
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INTRODUCTIONWhen the Sun moves through the zodiacal archetype Aries, we are on the

precipice of Mother Nature’s most epic of rituals—the blooming of spring. Any human who

chose to incarnate on this planet during this very ripe-with-potential time of year aligned

themselves with the vibration of a sprouting seed. Connecting with nature in this way is so

important when establishing an astrology practice. All too often we rely on traditional

interpretations of astrological archetypes, but by first simply bringing our awareness to nature,

we can connect on a much more intimate level with this ancient practice. What is taking place

in the world around you during Aries season? What is nature inviting you into?Aries season is

a precious time of year (March 21–April 20). Marking the spring equinox in the Northern

Hemisphere, this is the time of year when day and night are in equal measure. As a tipping

point of the year, the days grow longer and warmer. We see little buds sprouting out from the

soil. Trees start to show little bits of green. Baby ducklings hatch, wobbling behind their

mothers, greeting this New World with innocence and hope. Already there’s a softening shift

this creates from the often-typecast Aries archetype of the “Angry Warrior” charging full speed

ahead. Pause for just a moment and simply witness the world this time of year. Behold the

gentle thawing from the long, frigid winter. Everything and everyone, great and small, is waking

up from a deep slumber. This is the soul-centered invitation for Aries: to be like the beginning of

Spring.When the sun enters Aries, everyone feels this shift and becomes an honorary Aries.

An intuitive awareness of the individual’s path arises. Over these 30 days, the collective is

gifted the opportunity to realign with their innate birthrights as individual members of the

human race. We reaffirm who we are, why we are here, and where we are going. At the

beginning of spring, there’s an expansion forward into a whole new cycle. We take ownership

of life. We learn the art of lovingly taking up space. We are reinvigorated with a sense of hope.

We open up our minds and hearts to receiving new solutions for approaching the world. We

are more prepared than ever.For some this may mean bravely going back out in the world after

winter. For others, we declare creative goals, start new projects, take control of our lives, and



reestablish our sense of individuality. From an energetic perspective, Aries individuals

experience the world through this lens of reality all year long. This will manifest in many

different ways for the Aries, of course, because the soul lesson here is about individuation.

However, amongst the many differences, what we can be certain of with Aries is this one

uniting truth—the desire to grow, expand, and create new life.FIREEach astrological sign is

paired with one of the four elements: Fire-Earth-Air-Water. The elements appear in this order,

and the pattern continues in this sequence throughout the astrological journey. When

observing this pattern, notice how the element of fire initiates.Aries, as the first sign of the

astrological journey, is then, of course, not only a Fire sign but also the first Fire sign. Fire signs

include: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. These three vibrant signs all exude a warmth, spark for life,

and independence. Like fire itself, Fire signs tend to be uplifting and remind us that this human

experience is sacred and worth living. Imagine a slow-steady warm fire in a chimney. Perhaps

one in a cozy living room that you would curl up next to with a book. Connect to the times when

candles are lit. This might be when setting the mood at dinner or in the bedroom. This reflects

the deep desires of Aries (and other Fire signs) to experience passion and romance. Candles

are often lit during holidays and birthdays to celebrate and commemorate an initiation into a

new phase of life. Aries (and other Fire signs) evoke the spirit of gratitude and celebration. We

also light candles during ceremonies or vigils to memorialize someone’s life. Thus, there’s also

a deeper, reverent side to the faithful flame.However, fire can also be fickle, reckless, and even

temperamental. A single spark can set off an entire forest fire, and if we aren’t paying attention

we might get burned. If you’ve ever tried to start a fire you might recall it takes focus and

patience to get the flame to light. And once lit, the need for fuel is imperative in order to keep

the fire burning. It is so important for Aries, and other Fire signs, to be fed emotionally,

mentally, socially, and spirituality. Oftentimes we will look to fire to lead the way, like a torch in a

nighttime forest, but their lives need substance and fuel in order to sustain. Fire signs need to

be nurtured and managed carefully, although they may not admit it. It’s important to feed Aries

with loving encouragement and praise and to offer them new opportunities for adventure and

expression. Since Fire signs hold such capacity to charge others with new life and vitality, they

need to be reminded to slow down.If Aries takes on too much, which they do all too often,

Aries, just like fire, is subject to burning out. Fire signs, although invigorating and full of life,

may also swing into bouts of low energy, hopelessness, and depression. What’s important for

fire is to not fight the tendency to rest and recover. Just think about the times when you do

make a fire. For instance, during summer vacation nights for bonfires and s’mores. We enjoy

each other’s company, share stories and songs. This reflects Fire’s social, extroverted, and

creative side. But of course the fire does not last all night long. Before too long we put the fire

out. This represents Fire’s deep need to withdraw. Fire, as outward and energetic as it appears,

is the one element that we interact with in spurts and moments in time. Fire cannot be

sustained by always burning. It is so important to rest and to have time off. For even when the

fire burns out completely, it harnesses the unique ability to regenerate its power from the ashes

and start anew, all within a matter of seconds.PERSONAL FIREThe astrological wheel can be

divided into four quadrants. Respectfully, the four quadrants represent the four seasons (Spring-

Summer-Autumn-Winter). The signs in each quadrant join together to form the four levels of

relational awareness. These levels include:1. Personal (Aries-Taurus-Gemini)2. Intrapersonal

(Cancer-Leo-Virgo)3. Interpersonal (Libra-Scorpio-Sagittarius)4. Collective (Capricorn-

Aquarius-Pisces)Aries as the first sign of the entire journey is the initiator to the first level of

relational awareness, also known as personal. The personal quadrant of our astrological

journey includes the first three signs: Aries-Taurus-Gemini. There is one personal sign for each



of the three modalities. Cardinal signs will always initiate a new quadrant of relational

awareness. Aries initiates personal. Cancer initiates intrapersonal. Libra initiates interpersonal.

Capricorn initiates collective. This reflects the importance of relationship the cardinal modality

encourages throughout the astrological journey. These three signs (Aries-Taurus-Gemini)

deeply embody their elements through personal possession and singularity. Often telling their

individual story through the lens of their element, the personal signs connect us with a

particular intimacy. Like a singular flame, Aries the Ram offers us the purest essence of fire.

The lone lantern, Aries is on a personal quest for freedom, expansion, and adventure, and they

will inspire you to do the same.CONSCIOUS FIREWhen grouping each of the three Fire-Earth-

Air-Water sequences together, they form the three levels of consciousness of the astrological

journey. These levels include:Conscious (Aries-Taurus-Gemini-Cancer)Subconscious (Leo-

Virgo-Libra-Scorpio)Superconscious (Sagittarius-Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces)Aries as the first

sign of the entire journey is the initiator to the first level of consciousness, also known as

conscious. The conscious tier of our astrological journey includes the first four signs: Aries-

Taurus-Gemini-Cancer. There is one conscious sign for each of the four elements. Fire will

always initiate a new tier of consciousness. Aries initiates conscious. Leo initiates

subconscious. Sagittarius initiates superconscious. This reflects the inspiration the element of

fire sparks throughout the astrological journey.In order to gain a true understanding of Aries, it

is important to observe Aries in context with the other conscious signs. These four signs hold a

deep awareness of the here and now. Their subjective point of view allows for an authenticity.

Their understanding of the present moment allows them to navigate conscious reality in an

attentive and mindful way. Conscious signs intuitively comprehend the laws of nature and

culture. This often gifts them the ability to responsively connect with their immediate

surroundings in a tangible way. Aries does this through the lens of fire, with confidence,

passion, and ambition.CARDINAL FIREEach astrological sign is paired with one of three

modalities: cardinal-fixed-mutable. The modalities appear in this order, and the pattern

continues in this sequence throughout the astrological journey. When observing this pattern,

notice how the modality of cardinal initiates.Cardinal signs initiate a season and represent the

beginning. Cardinal signs are proactive, pioneering, and forward-moving. Aries as cardinal fire

gives its particular expression of fire a double elementation. Cardinal signs hold a similar

quality to that of fire. This makes Aries proactive with optimism, pioneering with creation, and

forward-moving with warmth and compassion. Cardinal fire reflects the ability to perceive what

one would like to accomplish, while harnessing the confidence to set out on the path toward

achievement.CARDINAL CROSSThe four cardinal signs join together to create what is known

as the cardinal cross. These four signs represent the four sacred points of the year in the

Northern Hemisphere: the Spring Equinox (Aries), Summer Solstice (Cancer), Autumn Equinox

(Libra), and Winter Solstice (Capricorn).The four cardinal signs join together to form a soul

pact. There is a deep-felt shared mission between the four cardinal signs. They join together

through relationship. Aries is the individual. Libra is the other/relationship. Cancer represents

the mother/matriarchy. Capricorn represents the father/patriarchy. Through the power of

activism, cardinal signs honor our ancestors and the past to move us forward. Their joint

mission is to bring about intergenerational healing.Because these signs share the same

modality, they are each expressed through the lens of different elements: cardinal fire (Aries),

cardinal water (Cancer), cardinal air (Libra), cardinal earth (Capricorn). Their shared modality

and differences in elementation join together to expand one another’s potential. Aries initiates

with Fire, bringing forth the empowerment of individual birthrights. Cancer initiates with water,

reflecting the importance of home and lineage. Libra initiates with air, communicating the



importance of equality and collaboration. Capricorn initiates with earth, instituting the

importance of tradition, commitment, and public appearance. In order for Aries to become the

fullest, highest expression of itself, Aries must learn lessons from these other three cardinal

signs.Aries forms a square with cardinal signs Cancer and Capricorn. Aries as a Fire sign

contrasts both water (Cancer) and earth (Capricorn). Forming a square with these two signs

indicates karmic resistance with enormous potential for breakthrough. This foreshadows Aries’

challenges in relationship to family, mother, and home (Cancer), and authority, father, and rules

(Capricorn). This will be a continual theme for us to explore throughout the entire book.Aries

forms an opposition with Libra. In soul-centered astrology, all signs evolve through their polar

sign, the sign on the opposite side of the wheel. Polar signs help to bring each other back into

loving balance at the center of the wheel. Throughout the Aries journey this opposition to Libra

will forever present opportunities for Aries to evolve and expand. We will refer back to the

polarity of Libra in every chapter in this book, as it forms the basis of evolution for the Aries

archetype.RULING PLANETSEach astrological sign forms a resonant connection with a

planetary body. This is often referred to as a ruling planet. Traditional astrologers assign Mars

as the ruling planet for Aries, while esoteric astrologers assign Mercury. Both of these planets

are important to consider when forming an intimate relationship with Aries.

A Beginner's Guide to Numerology: Decode Relationships, Maximize Opportunities, and

Discover Your Destiny, Postcolonial Astrology: Reading the Planets through Capital, Power,

and Labor, The Complete Guide to Astrology: Understanding Yourself, Your Signs, and Your

Birth Chart, Cosmos and Psyche: Intimations of a New World View, Chiron: Rainbow Bridge

Between the Inner & Outer Planets (Llewellyn's Modern Astrology Library), Astrology for Real

Relationships: Understanding You, Me, and How We All Get Along, Astrology and the Authentic

Self: Traditional Astrology for the Modern Mind, Saturn: A New Look at an Old Devil (Weiser

Classics Series), Aries: The Ultimate Guide to an Amazing Zodiac Sign in Astrology (Zodiac

Signs Book 9)

Julie T., “Great book!. Very well written! Highly recommend.”

James, “Aries book. Love this interesting book about Aries!”

The book by Jeff Hinshaw has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 43 people have provided feedback.
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